
Report to Constitution Working Group

Date of meeting: 20 February 2018
Subject: Planning Process Review 2017/18 – Delegation; Objections and 

Committee Systems

Officer contact for further information: S Hill (01992) 564249

Democratic Services Officer: V. Messenger (01992) 564265

Recommendations:

(1) To discuss the current delegation arrangements for Planning 
committees and give guidance to officers;

(2) To consider consultation arrangements for any proposed changes.

Background to proposals

1. (Assistant Director, Governance/ Assistant Director Development Management) 
At the last meeting in September, members agreed that at this meeting we would 
concentrate considerations on:

(i) Officer delegations;

(ii) How objections are considered and resolved;

(iii) How objections trigger a member review;

(iv) Committee systems for members considering planning applications; and

(v) Style of officer reports.

Officer Delegation

2. As a reminder, the Local Plan must:

(i) Meet the overall requirement for housing provision (11,400 net additional 
homes) over the plan period; and  

(ii) Provide a five-year supply of deliverable housing sites against the Plan's 
housing requirement with an appropriate additional buffer, ensuring that 
historic under-delivery since 2011, the start of the plan period, is addressed 
as quickly as practicably possible.

3. It is timely that the Council should review the current arrangements for delegation to 
officers and the way in which the development management function operates in order to 
ensure the implementation of the Local Plan. This will have considerable resource 
implications for all service areas within the Council.  The Council will receive a significantly 
increased volume of work – both at pre-application and application stage and resources will 
need to be made available in order to accommodate this.  The Cabinet considered a report 
on 15 June 2017 and agreed an approach to the production of Strategic Masterplans in the 
District and the introduction of Planning Performance Agreements and noted the corporate 
implications for delivery and implementation of the Local Plan.  Following the Cabinet 



decision the Council commissioned a skills audit to identify where additional skills and 
resources are likely to be required.  This led to a report to Cabinet on 7 December 2017 on 
resourcing the delivery of the Local Plan.  The Cabinet agreed to the establishment of an 
Implementation Team to ensure the effective delivery of the required growth in housing, 
employment and infrastructure proposed in the Local Plan and agreed a bid for 2 years 
District Development Fund to support the establishment of the team.  Work is currently 
underway to scope the team taking account of potential future income through Planning 
Performance Agreements and other income sources to enable recruitment to commence as 
soon as possible. 

4. Member involvement will be required over and above the determination of planning 
applications during the preparation of the strategic masterplans and concept frameworks and 
to be briefed on pre-application proposals in an open and transparent way in order to ensure 
that members are not caught by predetermination.  Mechanisms for doing this need to be 
considered – one way is for there to be a regular briefing as part of District Development 
Management Committee of the status of proposals and masterplans and for presentations to 
be made on progress associated with key sites.  Alternatively a separate arrangement could 
be established.  Members will also no doubt wish to attend community engagement 
meetings that are set up in the preparation of masterplans – consideration could be given to 
the establishment of a Forum structure to consider such matters.  Such forum have been 
established in many authorities and the Council will need to consider the arrangements for 
this District.  

5. The Council, through its new Corporate Plan considerations has given a commitment 
to undertaking a review of its Governance arrangements (Objective: Robust Local 
Democracy and Governance, Plan 2018/19: a governance review to review the structure of 
the Council’s Cabinet and committees, to increase the efficiency of decision making).

6. It is key to such a review that we consider the need to match available staffing 
resources to ensure that they are being used in the most effective way, and gives the 
councillors the ability to ensure their oversight on sites that are of concern as they too will 
have greater pressures placed upon them in the wider planning role envisaged.

7. The reality of the delegation processes at the moment is that many of those 
applications decided by members do not meet the target of determination within eight weeks 
of receipt. Those determined by officers do. Statutory performance reporting includes those 
applications where we have agreed with the applicants an extension of time so that we can 
take longer to determine due to one of the parameters in the constitution requiring member 
scrutiny.

8. The current scheme of delegation to Officers is attached at Appendix 1 to this report. 
It sets out those applications which can be determined by officers with a number of 
circumstances where member determination is required. These matters are set out in the 
Appendix A of that document.

9. Each item is discussed below:

Current Referral Condition Discussion Points

(a) Applications contrary to the 
provisions of an approved draft 
Development Plan or Development Plan, 
and which are recommended for approval;

Could this be based on substantial (to be 
quantified) departures from local plan policy 
approved by the Council, and which are/is 
recommended for approval;



Current Referral Condition Discussion Points

(b) Applications contrary to other 
approved policies of the Council, and 
which are recommended for approval;

Officers cannot recall this being used as a 
reason to call in applications for determination 
by Committee. So what does this mean in 
practice?

Could it be removed and the decision given to 
the AD Development Management to decide if 
development conflicts with the aims and 
objectives of the Council?

(c) Applications for major commercial 
and other developments, (e.g. 
developments of significant scale and/or 
of wide concern) and which are 
recommended for approval;

Article 10 of the constitution sets out the size of 
commercial/large scale developments that are 
referred to committee. Could the threshold be 
set at the same? DDMC>10,000sqm/.
2 hectares, 
Plans Subs>1,000sqm-9,999sqm/.1 hectare<2 
hectares?

How deal with Local Plan sites in the 
delegation? 

How should we deal with material planning 
objections to a proposal?

(d) Applications for residential 
development consisting of 5 dwellings or 
more (unless approval of reserved matters 
only) and which are recommended for 
approval);

Is this threshold too low? Article 10 suggests 
that major applications are in the range 10-199 
or where the council is the owner is the bottom 
threshold. Should this be applied more 
generally or just for Council specific sites? 

Should there be different thresholds for sites 
allocated in the local plan site? Would members 
want to see all local plan sites over a certain 
size? (see also note later on Local Plan sites)  

(e) The Council’s own applications on 
its land or property which are for disposal;

Would this slow down the delivery of early local 
plan sites we have already allocated in principal 
that can be developed?

Or is it still appropriate?

Are there other measures that could be relied 
upon?

Is this something we should be doing in the 
interests of openness and transparency



Current Referral Condition Discussion Points

(f) Those applications recommended 
for approval where there are more than 
two expressions of objections received, 
material to the planning merits of the 
proposal to be approved, apart from 
approvals in respect of householder type 
developments, telecommunication masts, 
shop fronts and vehicular crossovers and 
“other” category developments (changes 
of use, advertisements, listed building 
consents), where more than four 
expressions of objections material to the 
planning merits of the proposal to be 
approved are received;

See discussion of Householder applications 
below.

Officers are of the view that this threshold could 
be a greater number of objections for all 
applications (householder and ‘other’ 
applications aside.)

Should these applications be referred to Area 
Subcommittees at all?

Those objections should raise material planning 
objections that cannot be overcome by 
conditions 

(g) Applications including certificates 
of lawfulness in respect of existing use 
and development, recommended for 
approval contrary to an objection from a 
local council which are material to the 
planning merits of the proposal;

See (l) below

(h) Applications referred by a District 
Councillor, whose own ward must be 
within the remit of the relevant Area Plans 
Sub-Committee and who has firstly 
notified the relevant Ward Councillors in 
advance, so long as the referral has been 
requested in writing to Officers within 4 
weeks of that applications notification in 
the weekly list;

The current number of call ins by members 
does not give rise to any significant concern as 
the volume is low but good practice suggests 
that there should be a material planning reason 
given for the action, in writing, for clarity for 
applicants/objectors.

Do members wish to continue the ward 
restriction?

“Any application which a Member has 
requested be referred to the appropriate Area 
Subcommittee for consideration (provided that 
the Member has given a reason for the request) 
within 4 weeks of that applications notification 
in the weekly list”

(i) Applications where the 
recommendation conflicts with a previous 
resolution of a Committee;

It is suggested that this should be limited to a 
12 month period as it is impossible to track this 
over a longer period.  



Current Referral Condition Discussion Points

(j) Applications submitted by or on 
behalf of a Councillor of the Authority 
(and/or spouse/partner) or on behalf of a 
member of staff of Development Control 
Division of the Governance Directorate 
and the Forward Planning and Economic 
Development Division of the 
Neighbourhoods Directorate (and/or 
spouse/partner) and also in those cases 
where a councillor is an objector in a 
purely personal capacity;

Officers suggest that the requirements are 
overly onerous and suggest:

“(1) Any application made by an elected 
Member or senior officer (Head of Service and 
above) of the Council, or a close relation of 
either such persons, will be considered by the 
appropriate Area Subcommittee; and 

(2) Delegation be permitted if the application is 
refused.”

Article 10 would need amendment

(k) Any other application which the 
Director of Governance considers it 
expedient or appropriate to present to 
committee for decision (e.g. those raising 
issues not covered by existing policies, or 
of significant public interest, or those with 
a significant impact on the environment);

No change is suggested here

(l) An application which would 
otherwise be refused under delegated 
powers by the Director of Governance but 
where there is support from the relevant 
local council and no other overriding 
planning consideration necessitates 
refusal.

It is suggested that (g) and (l) could be replaced 
with:

Any application which does not fall into the 
‘other’ or ‘householder’ category where the 
Parish/Town Council has made material 
planning representations which are contrary to 
the recommendation made by Officers and 
where the Parish Council has confirmed in its 
consultation response that they will be in 
attendance to speak at the meeting of the 
appropriate Committee.

Householder Applications

10. There are three categories of development as categorised by the MHCLG.

Major Developments:-

• The provision of dwellinghouses where – 

a) The number of dwellinghouses to be provided is 10 or more: or

b) The development is to be carried out on a site having an area of 0.5 
hectares or more and it is not known whether the number of 
dwellinghouses to be provided is 10 or more. 

• The provision of a building or buildings where the floor space to be created by 
the development is 1000 square metres or more: or

• Development carried out on a site having an area of one hectare or more;



Minor Development:-

The number of dwellinghouses to be provided is between one and nine inclusive on a 
site having an area of less than one hectare. 

Where the number of dwellinghouses to be provided is not known, a site area of less 
than 0.5 hectares should be used as the definition of a minor development. 

For all other uses, a minor development is one where the floor space to be created is 
less than 1,000 square metres or where the site area is less than one hectare. 

Other Development:-

Changes of use, Householder extensions, Advertisements, Listed building consents 
and demolition in a conservation area.

11. Research has been undertaken on the number of householder applications that have 
been referred to committee for decision for the period November 2016-October 2017 that 
were recommended for approval:

Committee Date No. of 
Householder

No. 
Householder 
Refused

Total No. of 
Applications 
on Meeting 
Agenda

2016
 West 16 November 1 1 6
 South 23 November 4 2 11
 East 07 December 4 2 6
 East (extra) 13 December 0 0 7
 West 14 December 2 0 3

2017
 South 04 January 4 1 10
 East 18 January 4 0 9
 West 25 January 2 0 9
 South 01 February 5 1 13
 East 15 February 1 1 6
 West 22 February 0 0 5
 South 01 March 6 0 10
 East 15 March 4 0 7
 West 22 March 0 0 8
 South 29 March 7 1 11
 East 12 April 3 0 8
 West 19 April 1 0 5
 South 26 April 1 0 3
 East 10 May 1 1 5
 West 17 May 5 1 14
 South 31 May 2 1 8
 East 14 June 4 0 11
 West 21 June 1 0 7
 South 28 June 6 0 11
 East 12 July 3 0 12
 West 19 July 2 0 7
 South 26 July 7 0 12
 East 09 August 4 0 8
 West 16 August 2 0 4
 South 23 August 8 0 13



Committee Date No. of 
Householder

No. 
Householder 
Refused

Total No. of 
Applications 
on Meeting 
Agenda

 East 06 
September 4 0 6

 South 27 
September 6 2 16

 East 11 October 5 0 12
TOTALS 109 14 283

12. Of 109 Householder applications referred to members, only 14 applications were 
then refused. This represents 13% of all referred householder applications or 0.5% of the 
total applications that came before members in the last year.  For each these 109 
applications, once representations have been received, the process to get the application to 
committee is outlined below. Each referral adds between three and six weeks to the 
determination timescale for applicants and is resource intensive. The process map is shown 
at Appendix 2 attached.

13. Discussion with senior presenting officers has revealed that each committee meeting 
takes between two and three days of preparation. Each of those 109 applications have 
required a Committee report to be written, reviewed and amended, all those that responded 
to the planning consultations are then written to advising of the date of the Committee giving 
representation details etc. 

14. Reports are then compiled into an agenda, passed to democratic services ten 
working days before the agenda and published. At Committee, each application takes 
between 15-20 minutes (average) to discuss and determine. Discussion of applications for 
only those granted householder applications can therefore be estimated at 24 hours (at 
least) of Sub-committee time in the last year. The Officer resource required is significantly 
larger.

15. It is considered that this is not the most effective use of resources and that most 
these applications could have been, and should be, determined by officers under delegation. 
No changes are suggested to members call in arrangements and these could be used to 
bring the few applications needing member determination to committee. In a recent report to 
members, officers reported on recent performance against KPI GOV008 (Committee 
Reversals) where 5 of 16 Committee reversals were upheld at appeal, but only one of these 
fell into the ‘householder’ category.

Local Plan implementation

16. A number of issues present themselves:

 What level of member involvement in masterplans should there be? 
 Community engagement/involvement – should proposals set up a Development 

Management Forum or mechanism for public engagement
 Which applications should be determined by officers?
 How deal with the master planning issues?
 Where would infrastructure applications go? DDMC?
 Should all larger sites go to DDMC? What should be the threshold for this?
 Should sites go only if requesting more homes than the Local Plan allocation 

suggests?
 Should area subcommittees have a role similar to those owned by EFDC 

eg referring them to DDMC if proposing refusal contrary to officer 
recommendations?

 What other safeguards should there be?



Committee systems for members considering planning applications

17. The current arrangements for considering applications are unusual.  Most Councils’ 
have one or two committees that deal with planning applications. Our arrangements were 
originally agreed by members in 1999. At that time approval was given to the creation of four 
area committees A,B,C and D. The original intention was to give them a wider role than just 
planning. Some devolved budgets were given to those committees. A review reduced those 
committees to three in 2007.

18. Prior to 1999, the Council operated two Planning Committees which dealt with 
applications as they were ready for determination on a non-geographic basis.

19. All other meetings of the Council follow the provision in the Local Government Act 
1972 in that they are:

(a) Subject to pro rata at the same proportions of seats for groups as it holds on 
the main council;

(b) Maintains the overall majority for each committee that reflects that of the full 
Council seats;

(c) Does not have a membership made up of one group only (Except those 
related to Cabinet which is allowed under the 2000 Act).

20. The Local Government (Committee and Political Groups) Regulations 1990, Section 
19(c) (SI 1990, 1553), allows exceptions to pro rata where:

(a) the voting members of the committee consists solely of persons who are 
elected for the electoral divisions or wards which are wholly within that part; and

(b) the area of that part does not exceed two fifths of the total area of the 
authority; or

(c) the population of that part, as estimated by the authority, does not exceed two 
fifths of the total population of the area of the authority as so estimated.

21. This is the basis on which the current Area Committees were formed. Each 
Committee considers only those which are made within its own area. For the period 
November 2016-October 2017 the Committee workloads were:

Area Subcommittee Total Applications during the period
South 118
East 97
West 68

21. In summary:

 Clearly there is an imbalance in the workloads of these Sub-committees. 
 Plans South now holds more that 40% of the District Population and therefore 

does not meet the test in 20(c) above; 
 Plans East is more than 40% of the area of the District and therefore does not 

meet the test in 20(b) above; 
 The number of household applications is greater from the more urban area of 

the district. 
 Pro rata cannot be achieved under the current configuration of committees. 



 Elections in May 2018 may also affect the balance of seats on committees 
and could result in 19(c) above. 

 Area South does not meet tests in the Act set out in 19(a) and (b) above.

23. District Development Management Committee (DDMC) meets once every other cycle 
(6 meetings per annum). In the last year, two of those meetings have been cancelled due to 
lack of business. This Committee does have more capacity to deal with applications, 
possibly those relating to Local Plan allocation sites? It could meet with more frequency. 
Applications referred from Areas to DDMC can also wait nearly two months for determination 
depending on meeting cycles.

24. The following alternative options present themselves:

(a) Do nothing at this time pending the assessment of the effect of not routinely 
referring ‘other’ category and householder applications to Sub-committees and 
review in a year;

(b) Change the number of or configuration of Subcommittees (any area 
committees would need to meet the test in paragraph 20 above);

(c) Change the Subcommittees to normal pro-rata committees (this would mean 
having a membership open to all members);

(d) Increasing the number of DDMC meetings and altering the responsibilities of 
those committees relative to each other.

Style of officer reports 

25. The style of officers report to planning meetings has remained ostensibly the same 
for a considerable time. Recent changes mean that:

(a) Maps of sites are at the beginning of the item rather than at the back; 

(b) Hyperlinks have been added to enable easier viewing of the online application 
form and drawings for each item.

(c) The contact officers name now appears on each report

26. The report each contains:

(a) Recommendation (with suggested conditions if approval or reasons for 
refusal);

(b) Site description
(c) Proposal Description
(d) Relevant site history
(e) Policies applied
(f) A summary of representations
(g) Issues and considerations
(h) A conclusion

27. It is officer’s view that the current format works well but, as discussed earlier in the 
report, it is the volume of applications referred to Committee that is the cause of greater 
workloads. Review of other authority’s agendas does reveal variations, but in general terms 
our reports are not overly detail heavy.

28. Members are asked to discuss whether they desire any changes to style or content 
of reports to members.



Meeting arrangements

29. Councillor Bedford has asked officers to look at other meetings arrangements. His 
correspondence is attached at Appendix 3 for consideration. These cover site visits. 

Consultation Arrangements

30. Members may wish to suggest their desired level of consultation on any changes 
they are proposing



Appendix 1
Current delegations

Annex E

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL FUNCTIONS – Delegation to the Director Of Governance

Function Principal Relevant Legislation
(*see note)

Relevant Details Exceptions

Care of the 
Environment

District 
Development 
Control 
Committee
(Minute 30 – 
7.12.10)

Town and Country Planning
(Environmental Impact
Assessments) (England and Wales) 
Regulations 1999

Planning (Hazardous Substances) 
Act 1990, Section 36, 36A and 36B

Planning (Hazardous Substances) 
Regulations 1992

To determine the need for and scope of environmental impact assessments 
required under the Town and Country Planning Acts.

To determine applications for hazardous substances consent except those 
where there are objections from interested parties, which shall be 
determined by the relevant Area Planning Sub-Committee.

To use necessary powers of entry to the land in relation to the above and 
duly authorise officers and agents engaged by the Council to use the 
relevant powers of entry as necessary.

No

Development 
Control

District 
Development 
Control 
Committee
(Minute 30 – 
7.2.10)

Council Minute 
29 – 28.6.11

Town and Country Planning Act 
1990 - Section 70, 70(A), 191-3, 324, 
325

Planning and Compensation Act 
1991, Section 10

Town and Country Planning (Listed 
Buildings and Conservation Areas) 
Act 1990, Part 1, Reg. 16-19

Town and Country Planning 
(Development Management 
Procedure) (England) Order 2010, 
Part 6, Article 35

1.  Subject to Appendix A below, which are matters to be determined by 
Committee, to determine or decline to determine any:

(a) planning applications;

(b) applications for approval of reserved matters;

(c) applications arising from any condition imposed on any consent, 
permission order or notice;

(d) advertisement consents; and

(e) listed buildings.

2.  To agree the precise wording of additional/revised conditions to be 
attached to planning permissions, at members’ request, and discharge of 

Yes (See 
Appendix A to 
this Schedule)



Function Principal Relevant Legislation
(*see note)

Relevant Details Exceptions

Town and Country Planning (Control 
of Advertisements) (England) 
Regulations 2007, Part 3, Reg. 14-15
Town and Country Planning General
Permitted Development Order 1995, 
Part 6 and Part 31 of Schedule 2
As amended by SI2008 No. 2362 
and 5

Town and Country Planning 
(Development Management 
Procedure) (Amendment) (England) 
Order 2013

conditions.

3.  To determine whether a 28 day prior approval application of the method 
of any proposed demolition and any proposed site restoration is required and 
to give such approval where required. 

4.  In relation to prior approval of telecommunications equipment, to 
determine, after prior consultation with ward Councillors in cases where a 
valid planning objection has been made, whether the prior approval of the 
Council should be required to the siting and appearance of notified 
development.

5.  In relation to agricultural development, to determine whether to require 
the formal submission of details.

6.  Subject to Appendix A(g), to determine applications in relation to 
certificates of lawful use and development.

7.  To use necessary powers of entry to the land in relation to the above and 
duly authorise officers and agents engaged by the Council to use the 
relevant powers of entry as necessary.

8.  To determine or decline to determine any non-material amendments. 

9.  Subject to consultation with Ward Members in the cases where a valid 
objection has been made and are minded to grant, to determine applications 
for prior approval.

Note: The categories of Prior Approval in operation at any particular time can 
be confirmed by the Assistant Director (Development Management).



Function Principal Relevant Legislation
(*see note)

Relevant Details Exceptions

Enforcement

District 
Development 
Control 
Committee 
(Minute 30 – 
7.12.10)

Town and Country Planning Act 
1990 (as amended), Part 7, section 
171-190, 196 A, B, C, 198-200 
214(A)-(D), 215-219, 220 or 221, 
224, 225, 325 and 330

Town and Country Planning
(Control of Advertisements)
(England) Regulations 2007, Part 5, 
sections 27 and 30

Planning (Listed Buildings and 
Conservation Areas) Act 1990, 
Chapter 4, sections 38, 88, 88A and 
88B

Local Government
(Miscellaneous Provisions)
Act 1982 (Section 37)

Authority for Director of Governance to:
1.  Issue Stop Notices, Temporary Stop Notices, Enforcement Notices, 
Breach of Conditions Notices, Building Preservation Notices, Listed Buildings 
Enforcement Notices, Planning Contravention Notices, Conservation Area 
Notices, Discontinuance Notices in respect of advertisements and Section 
215-219 Notices for al breaches of planning legislation, in accordance with 
the Council’s adopted enforcement policy.

2.  Prosecute the unauthorised display of advertisements, unauthorised 
works to a listed building, and non-compliance where enforcement action 
has previously been authorised.

3.  Take appropriate enforcement action, including serving an injunction 
where the Director of Governance or their nominee, having regard to the 
evidence considers the circumstances to require urgent action.

4.  Investigate if a temporary market has been held in breach of Section 37 
of the 1982 Act.

5.  Vary the requirements for compliance with notices already authorised, 
including altering the period required for compliance, service of further 
notices and withdrawal of notices.

6.  Determine when action is not expedient in relation to breaches of control 
considered inconsequential or insignificant.

7.  To use necessary powers of entry to the land in relation to the above and 
duly authorise officers and agents engaged by the Council to use the 
relevant powers of entry as necessary.

Town and Country Planning Act 
1990 (Section 178) (Council Minute 
126 – 23.4.13)

8.  To authorise direct action (or re-charge the cost of that action) in pursuit 
of a valid enforcement notice under Section 178.

Subject to 
budget provision 
being available 
and to local 
District 
Councillors 
being notified



APPENDIX A:  MATTERS TO BE DETERMINED BY THE RELEVANT COMMITTEE

(a) Applications contrary to the provisions of an approved draft Development Plan or Development Plan, and which are recommended for approval;

(b) Applications contrary to other approved policies of the Council, and which are recommended for approval;

(c) Applications for major commercial and other developments, (e.g. developments of significant scale and/or of wide concern) and which are recommended for 
approval;

(d) Applications for residential development consisting of 5 dwellings or more (unless approval of reserved matters only) and which are recommended for 
approval);

(e) The Council’s own applications on its land or property which are for disposal;

(f) Those applications recommended for approval where there are more than two expressions of objections received, material to the planning merits of the 
proposal to be approved, apart from approvals in respect of householder type developments, telecommunication masts, shop fronts and vehicular crossovers 
and “other” category developments (changes of use, advertisements, listed building consents), where more than four expressions of objections material to the 
planning merits of the proposal to be approved are received;

(g) Applications including certificates of lawfulness in respect of existing use and development, recommended for approval contrary to an objection from a local 
council which are material to the planning merits of the proposal;

(h) Applications referred by a District Councillor, whose own ward must be within the remit of the relevant Area Plans Sub-Committee and who has firstly notified 
the relevant Ward Councillors in advance, so long as the referral has been requested in writing to Officers within 4 weeks of that applications notification in the 
weekly list;

(i) Applications where the recommendation conflicts with a previous resolution of a Committee;

(j) Applications submitted by or on behalf of a Councillor of the Authority (and/or spouse/partner) or on behalf of a member of staff of Development Control 
Division of the Governance Directorate and the Forward Planning and Economic Development Division of the Neighbourhoods Directorate (and/or 
spouse/partner) and also in those cases where a councillor is an objector in a purely personal capacity;

(k) Any other application which the Director of Governance considers it expedient or appropriate to present to committee for decision (e.g. those raising issues 
not covered by existing policies, or of significant public interest, or those with a significant impact on the environment);

(l) An application which would otherwise be refused under delegated powers by the Director of Governance but where there is support from the relevant local 
council and no other overriding planning consideration necessitates refusal.
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